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Refinement is in the attention to detail.
And at B\W, that doesn’t end at architecture
and design. What if you could have your own
personal sommelier or a private chef on call?
Or both?
With premier concierge services at B\W,
Abstract Developments has taken a well-considered
approach to amenities and lifestyle. And with
services like personal assistance, the B\W electric
bike and B\W electric car we’ve created an array of
extras that sets Black & White apart.
It’s amenities, redefined.
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CHEF ON DEMAND
Though there are plenty of restaurant options in the
area, sometimes you may want to eat in. Especially when
you have a personal chef on call. Hosting a little gathering
for twenty or a private event for one hundred?
Not a problem. In-home culinary services
by Truffles Catering provide West Coast-inspired
meals intricately prepared by an award-winning chef.
Locally sourced and beautifully presented, the best
of the West Coast comes right to your table.

chef@liveblackandwhite.com

Fine Catering.

Truffles Catering
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RIGHT SIZING CONSULTANT
Get a hand from the moving experts who will
pack boxes, make arrangements and ensure your move
is as stress-free as possible.
They’re organizational pros with over 12 years
of experience and more than happy to take the
hassle off your shoulders. Ideal for empty-nesters,
or time-crunched professionals, it’ll be the simplest
move you ever make.

moving@liveblackandwhite.com

Move Right In.

Downsizing Diva
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SOMMELIER SERVICES
Finding the right bottle, or bottles, of wine can often be
a challenge. With a personal sommelier from Cascadia
Liquors, you have years of experience and knowledge on-call.
Cascadia’s highly skilled team knows their Malbecs from
Merlots, and Cavas from Proseccos. Whether you’re
hosting a fun dinner party or a formal gathering, they will
help you make excellent selections.
If you’re ever running late, they will even deliver. Let them
take your beer, wine and spirits order and have it brought
straight to your door. Voted best wine store by the readers
of EAT magazine, Cascadia on-demand service makes the
world of wine uncomplicated.

wine@liveblackandwhite.com

Choose a vintage.

Cascadia Wines
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PERSONAL ASSISTANTS
When you take a vacation, you may wonder who can
take care of your residence when you’re not there?
Pick up your mail? Or water the plants? iCheckHomes
will keep your residence safe and sound when you’re
not there to do it yourself, collecting mail, acting as
an emergency contact and more.
Not just for when you’re away, they can also run
errands, service your vehicle or organize cleaning and
even shop for groceries. iCheckHomes gives you all
the personal assistance you need when you’re
at home or away.

icheckhomes@liveblackandwhite.com

How Can We Help?

iCheck Homes
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Beyond Ordinary
Amenities.
Like the details of a well-designed building,
contemporary amenities make you wonder
how you ever lived without them.
From the B\W electric bikes and car to the
expansive outdoor deck for lounging and
entertaining, B\W offers a host of extras designed
especially for modern living.
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CARETAKER
The B\W caretaker is available full-time
whenever needed. There to organize and facilitate all
aspects of the day-to-day operations at Black & White,
the caretaker is also on-call 24/7, providing courteous
assistance to you and your visitors.
Whether you need to leave keys for someone, an
elevator booked for a delivery or need a package
accepted, the caretaker ensures your
expectations and needs are met.

caretaker@liveblackandwhite.com

Taking Extra Care.

The B/W Caretaker
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THE MEETING PLACE
A hang-out spot surrounded by warm wood walls.
A view overlooking the tree-lined streetscape over
Upper Fort District. Long summer nights gathered around
the outdoor fire pit for impromptu barbecues for
lasting memories. The common deck area provides an
uncommon, cozy outdoor space to wind down and entertain.
/ 16

deck@liveblackandwhite.com
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B\W
ELECTRIC CAR
Enjoy a car-free lifestyle, while still having access to
a vehicle. The B\W Electric Car is parked right downstairs
as an alternative lifestyle choice.
Not your average car share, it gives you convenient
access, as well as the design and performance of a BMWi3,
perfect for light errands and short trips. Experience the
freedom of car sharing that’s simply elevated with this
environmentally-friendly and elegant alternative.

car@liveblackandwhite.com

B\W
ELECTRIC BIKES
There’s so much to discover only a bike ride away,
such as the many shops and restaurants around
Upper Fort. When you don’t feel like walking, cover more
ground with the B\W Electric Bikes.
The service offers two bikes and helmets as well as a
bike garage for tuning your own bike. And when you want
to just take it all in instead of pedalling, the bike converts
to electric mode. Opt for a bike instead of a car.
B\W Electric Bikes may turn out to be your preferred
way of getting from point A to B.

bike@liveblackandwhite.com
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1010 Fort Street, Victoria V8V 3K4
info@liveblackandwhite.com 778 265 3464

liveblackandwhite.com

